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The book features:carefully hand-drawn circuit illustrationshundreds of fully tested circuitstutorial
on electronics basicstips on part substitutions, design modifications, and circuit operationAll
covering the following areas:Review of the BasicsDigital Integrated CircuitsMOS/CMOS
Integrated CircuitsTTL/LS Integrated CircuitsLinear Integrated CircuitsIndex of Integrated
CircuitsIndex of Circuit Applications

"Here's a real hands-on book for the tinkerer, filled with all sorts of interesting and useful
circuits."--Popular Communications"If you do any kind of real-world interface or embedded
systems work, don't miss this one."--PC Techniques
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 13 - 151 are not
included in this sample.    

The Forrest Mims Circuit Scrapbook, Vol 1 Electronic Sensor Circuits & Projects, Volume III
(Engineer's Mini Notebook) Practical Electronics for Inventors, Fourth Edition TTL Cookbook
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Spider81, “Good beginners guide.. I have bought, read and used Forrest Mims electronic books
for decades. If he is the author of a book, it is a guarantee of good quality and good content. I’m
giving this classic to my grandson as a Christmas gift. They are wonderful beginners guides, and
for old timers like me, fun to re-read and re-study.Enjoy!”

Jose, “Great book.. Easy to read and helpful to do projects. He put in few words wgar you need
to learn in big college level books.”

Joe Carsto, “A Bit Dated. Still very useful information, even though some of it is a dated. A great
reference to have handy. Reminds me of my younger days when I was just getting started in
electronics.”

M's Brain, “always a favorite. valuable reference! I have been in electronics 45 plus years and
always keep these around for quick reference circuits Forrest Mims is the modern Hugo
Gernsback!”

Robert D., “It was as expected. It was as expected”

MarDav, “Decent. This is by a good author, but this particular book was not up to my
expectations. I have most of his books and even though they are a little outdated, you can still
learn something from him.”

Danny Sebahar, “Another great addition to your DIY library by Forrest Mimms. A spectacular
book written by DIY electronics Guru Forrest Mins. I have amassed almost his entire Tandy Corp
literature and there is a lot of overlap, but each book offers a different perspective. This one is for
the more advanced experimenter as it is mainly circuits and assumes the user knows
intermediate electronic concepts. Such as: how to Bias a Transistor in Common Emitter
configuration (Just as an example of whether or not you should get this or hold off until you
figure out Ie=Ib+Ic, Ic=(Beta + 1)*Ib.”

Trevor Smith, “Five Stars. love this book”

STEPHANE DUMONT, “Lecture très instructive. Quel plaisir de lire cet ouvrage assez complet et
qui foisonne d'idée pour des montages DIY en plus de tordre le coup à pas mal de bêtises
glanée ça et là sur l'Internet.Évidemment il ne parle pas des capteurs récents etc. mais le
principe même est d'utiliser des IC vraiment classiques et ce d'une manière très claire.”

Paul, “Excellent condition well packaged. Arrived in perfect new condition and was very fastThe



book itself i had as a kid and learned a lot about electronics from it”

Fishman, “Five Stars. Just love Forrest Mims !!!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 91 people have provided feedback.
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